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Reprint Delivery
The 1994 Reprint was not ready by the time we were ready to
send out this Newsletter. Rather than hold up the News/etter,
we will be mailing the Reprint with the next Newsletter. Our
apologies to those who looked forward to taking it on vacation.

Cover by Bill Brown
This summer's cover was done by the hand of William C.
Brown, a Foggy Bottom Morris Man (Washington, DC), and
creator of political cartoon President (now Citizen) Bill.
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Dr. Lionel Bacon
A Remembrance by Roy L. Dommett
Dr. Lionel Bacon, who was in his early 80s, died peacefully at home
during th e 22nd July 1994 following a progressive illness, and was
cremated at Salisbury on 28th July. There was a commemorative
gathering at his home on Saturday 17th August at which some of the
Winchester Morris danced fo r his widow, children, surviving brother
and friends.
He had told me that he had first met the morris at Cambridge in 1931,
and that his first tour with the Travelling Morrice was in 1933. In
those early years he had a clockwork-driven 9.5mm cine camera
without sound which was used to record morris, holidays and other
functions.
He founded the Whitchurch Morris near Oxford, and in that period
started in 1951 his famous notebook which eventually grew into his
"Black Book" by 1974. It was through Arthur Warland's copy of this
that I came into contact with Lionel when Arthur was living in Old
Woking and dancing with the Guildford Morris. Lionel had by then
moved to Crawley near Winchester and started the Winchester Morris
with whom he danced and played his violin for the rest of his life.
During the 1950's and early 1960's Winchester were the only really
active morris side in the county and they took the morris to the far
corners and even into the neighbouring counties. I saw them in my
younger days performing locally 30 to 40 miles from their practice
place. He travelled the county widely as his medical career ended
with him being the Hampshire Country Medical OHicer for schools,
during which period he fought a long battle for fluoridation of the water
supplies.

Filming
He and his camera were present at many of the key meetings with the
tradition before the last World War.
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Bampton on Whit Monday in the village.
Chipping Campden with the Travelling Morrice in Campden.
The Wargrave Ring Meeting, the morning practice with
William Kimber, and the tour with Jinky Wells present, and the
meeting with Henry Hemmings in Abingdon. The visit to
Bampton with Douglas Kennedy, Kenworthy Schofield, William
Ganniford, and Arthur Peck in August to recollect the dances
and tunes from the Wells team.
The Travelling Morrice dancing with Eyn sham in the village,
the meeting with George Hathaway of Bledington, and the
EFDSS dancing at Thaxted that year.

He went on the immediate post-WWII Travelling Morrice tours to the
Forest of Dean, and encountered people who still remembered the
local morris. The notes from these tours cite a number of hardships,
including the fact that food rationing was still in eHect.
His Bampton material showed that the tradition had varied little from
the 1919 descriptions, and was close to the performance in the early
1960's. It was shown several times in the village in the early 1960's
to everyone's satisfaction . Thus, it demonstrated that much of the
style of Bampton in the revival owed little to the village manner of
performance. It also showed that there was a not unsurprising
difference in the way in which the young and old men danced which
still persists. By concentrating on Jinky Wells, who had only been an
occasional team dancer, it had not been realised outside of the village
how untypical he had been of the dancing since the first World War.
The Eynsham film was very exciting when shown to people in the
early 1960's. Douglas Kennedy confirmed that it was just as he
remembered it in 1937, and before that in 1914. It was used by the
Winchester men in the early 1960's to develop an influential
interpretation of the tradition . A copy shown in the village was helpful
in collecting more information and may have contributed a little to the
later revival of the village side.
George Hathaway, the most knowledgeable of the survivors of the
"young" Bledington side, was crippled with arthritis and had to
demonstrate the steps with his fingers. He taught dances, such as
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the jig Shepherd's hey, but all those who heard him describe the slow
capers seem to have promulgated different interpretations. In 1963,
Lionel and the Winchester side assisted Russell Wortley in teaching
Bledington at a Morris Ring Instructional at Cecil Sharp House. This
session was of major importance to the understanding and
inte rp retation of the morris of that generation of dancers.
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su rviVing notations, or the collected tunes and variants without
dances, but he was happy to interpret material into dances where this
was possible. He included a few modern dances which he knew to
be widespread, and also some dances, mostly jigs, for which no
manuscript authority existed, but which the sources themselves
believed to be derived directly from the tradition.

Influence

Lionel was elected Squire of the Morris Ring for the statutory two
years of 1962-3. He asked Thames Valley Morris and myself to teach
Oddington and Wheatley at the Instructionals in 1962-3. Later, we
were teaching them at a Ring Instructional in Sheffield the day that
J.F. Kennedy died. When Bath City and I taught in the early 1970's
our interpretation of Ducklington as a Bampton-like tradition, as based
on some meetings with the son of an old dancer who himself had had
contacts with the older Buckinghams at Bampton, Lionel knew that the
Sharp manuscript indicated a more Fieldtown-like style with galleys,
and happily danced through the workshop doing so himselfl
At this time the attitude of the Morris Ring Advisory Council had
changed from believing only in transmission by word of foot, and they
asked Lionel in 1972 if his notebook could be expanded and made
available, as the perceived danger of a publication being seen as
authorised was by then recognised as illusionary. I had been
providing information from my searches for some years and he asked
for my support. The procedure had many steps: I provided an
additional data dump, he prepared a first draft, we iterated on
technical matters, from which I still have the correspondence, and
then it was typed, independently checked, and sent off for printing.
Lionel had had strong views on the style of each tradition and some
of these remarks were incorporated.

Li onel was progressive. He had worked from the latest documents as
they became available, e.g., Arth ur Peck's Bampton booklet, and he
used the results of other people's searches. He accepted the gradual
move of clubs' repertoires from what was sure, through the maybe's,
to modern creations, although he believed that Cecil Sharp's selection
would ultimately prove the most enduring. It took someone of his
stature to make the increased knowledge of the traditions accessible.
Personal

His abiding enthusiasm was for Alpine plants on which he was a
recognised international authority. After his retirement at the age of
65, he was president of the British Alpine Society twice, and wrote two
books. (Alpines, pub. David and Charles, 1973; Mountain Flower
Holidays in Europe, pub. Alpine Garden Society) From his early days,
he had made expeditions searching for plants and he kept logs,
illustrated with photographs of such trips, holidays, and morris tours.
He specialised in the more primitive forms of Alpines and his
collection was much consulted and exploited for academic research .
He was a small man, although in morris kit and with his full smile it
was hard to believe. He was a gentleman, a professional in his
approach to everything and very considerate. He was one of the few
who had had those precious early direct links with the survivin Ql
tradition. He is missed.

The problem with this method of working was that, because of
deadlines, it was impractical to bring the earlier tradition descriptions
up to the standard that emerged. It was impossible to correct
mistakes found later. Lionel chose to publish the tunes in the keys
which he preferred, rather than in a standard G/D format. He did not
consistently include all the material, such as dance titles which had no

.....;..;......~~~~~~
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A Conversation with Fiddler Barbara Drummond
by Louise A. Neu
(Barbara has been playing for BaltiMorris, Rock Creek Morris Women,
and Chesapeake Sword for many years. A number of teams in the
mid-A tlantic area have had Barbara play for them, appreciating her
skill and willingness, when they want to participate at an ale but are
musicianless. As a box player for Rock Creek, I know how fortunate
I am to be able to play with and learn from her, and wanted to be able
to share her approach with others.
- louise)
Barbara was first introduced (indirectly) to playing for morris at a
musicians' workshop led by Marshall Barron. By chance, she was
seated next to BaltiMorris's fiddle player, who asked her if she would
be interested in joining the team, as they both played at the same
(low) skill level. At her first ale (Bluemont), her foreman (Barbara
Morrison) told her to follow Jim Morrison around and try to figure out
what he was doing, because his fiddle playing was the most
danceable she had ever heard . So, Barbara Drummond spent the
weekend following Jim Morrison around, learning his technique (she
is also clear to point out that her playing is a refection of Jim's style
as it was at that time, and both of them have continued to explore
playing styles in different ways since then). Barbara Drummond is also
thankful to Barbara Morrison for making her learn to dance the morris,
to feel what muscles each movement takes, and learn the dynamics
of how long it takes to accomplish a specific movement.
Barbara's advice to a musician approaching morris music is to try
to make the music sound the way the dance feels. Watch how the
dancers move and try to figure out different ways your instrument can
reflect the feeling coming from the movement. (It has been said that
Barbara can play some dance moves better than some dancers can
dance them ... )
As to the way you handle your fiddle, normal bowing techniques are
"out the window" - "throw out everything you've been taught and
whale away on the instrumentl" The fiddle becomes a rhythm
instrument; the melody is secondary for the job you need to do for the
dance.
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Barbara finds a certain amount of bow abuse happening in order to
create morris music. Barbara and fellow fiddle r Elaine Bradtke played
the same phrase and had it analyzed on an oscilloscope. It was
striking to see graphically the difference in attack. Barbara finds she
deforms the string to create the strength and bend in the beat
necessary to echo the dancers' movements, which are not entirely
square and even.
In general, when playing for dancers, it is important to focus on
dancer number one (or, if you are playing for strangers, another
dancer in the set you know is strong and whose timing is correct). By
watching this person, you can find the cues necessary for tempo,
accent, and an understanding of how the body works in a particular
movement. Watching that person, you need to look at separate body
parts (legs, arms, hands with hankies), and facial expression, as well
as an overview of how the body moves (the length of time it takes to
dance from point A to point B, or how long the dancer stays in the air
for a leap or caper).
A morris dance is performed successfu lly when there is solid,
positive, and vibrant interaction between the musician and
dancers. For this interaction to happen, there needs to be an
investment on the part of the musicians; the musicians and dancers
are not separate entities who just happen to arrive at the same space
at the same time. The dancers need to know the importance of this
interaction as well. It is incumbent on the foreman to make the
dancers aware of this partnership. Musicians need to play with the
dancers all the time, not just for performances . It is in practice that
styling and choreography changes are made; as the musician, you
need to figure out how to incorporate these changes into your playing.
It is best to play at practice as if you were playing for a performance,
putting in that same hard work. Barbara is constantly thinking about
how to improve a phrase or musical movement; realizing that there
might just be a better way; looking at hand actions and footwork,
rephrasing the music for effectiveness; learning where to bend the
beats if the tradition requires it; and developing techniques to
compensate for dancers as they tire after a long performance.
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For a new musician, just learning to play by yourself, when you find
yourself in front of the side, it's very important just to keep playing;
keep the rhythm; don't stop even when you find your fin gers fumbling
over a musical phrase. If you keep the beat, the dancers will figure
out where they are . Do not be afraid to demand your right to be up
the re and playing. The foreman has to allow the musician to use
those fledgling wings.

Tell me what you do, and what you think about when you are
creating the music for different steps?
For playing a tune in straight time , Laurie Andres has great advice:
hornpipe it. Dancers will move better if the music has a dotted rhythm .
In a stick dance, play the figures dotted, and straight for sticking .
If the tune is in jig time, accent and s t r e t c h 0 u
the first beat. It is important to vary the volume in a jig, defining the
separate beats : HARD soft soft, HARD soft soft.
Be careful not to make the music move too quickly, watch #1 to see
if the tempo works for that dancer and the dance as a whole.
A fall back is different f rom a step back; vary the tempo and
volume to create a different effect.
For the landing beat it is necessary to move everything around in the
musical bar. The foot sound is on the beat; you need to expand and
contract the instrument's sound to accommodate the footfall.
With forays, you need to play for the thighs; the music needs to carry
the sense of SWELL , hop, hop to help the dancers get off the ground.
With galleys, the timing is important. Initially, there need to be slightly
delayed beats to accompany the slow sweep of the leg moving
around. Then bring an increase in volume to help the leg-surge
movement forward, to end with a delayed accent for the hops/bell
shake.
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Wit h capers, again, play for the muscle groups in the thighs. The
music needs to accompany the swellin g move ment of the muscle, and
the landing beats have to be with the dancers.
As for hankies , slow the tune as they are reaching their peak,
possibly bringing up the volume, maybe delaying the volume or beat.
So much depends on the tradition; for example, the Ducklington snap
needs to be on the beat (where the sound from the hankies falls);
Fieldtown shows just before the beat on double steps and on the beat
with side steps.
Just as an audience can be amazed that dancers can be dOing such
different things wi·th their hands and feet at the same time, it is
necessary that the musician be performing this same feat of wonder.
If you are bending the notes to accompany the hands, then how does
that affect feet? The answer to that question you need to find as you
playa dance; see if your presentation makes sense to the dancers as
they move through the dance; and, if need be, ask for their reactions
to what you are trying to accomplish.

Whenever I have been in a band with Barbara for massed dances I
often find my fel/ow musicians looking to her to lead (a notion she
found surprising), so I asked for her suggestions on what needs to
happen for an effective massed-dance band: First, it is best if there is
a designated leader (an alpha-musician, if you will). Sometimes that
person is designated by consensus, sometimes by force of
personality. A good leader is someone who knows how to watch the
a/some dancer/s to get the cues necessary to lead the entire group.
S/he will lead the band by using some sort of body language, or
strong bowing (or bellows pushing), or - if everything else fails 
yelling . It is also very important for any percussion to watch this leader
since often the drums are all the dancers can hear. If the musicians
end up playing in a circle back-to-back, it is very important to listen,
look over your shoulder; you have to want to hear.
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Barbara has played with some teams that have lots of musicians.
With the continual debate of one versus more than one, I asked
Barbara what musicians should be aware of when playing with others
for their home team: basically, it is important that they practice
together. You have to decide between yourselves and with the
conc urrence of the dancers whether you will have a very-accented or
more-legato style. With more musicians, it is imperative to develop
good conventions for starting and ending a dance cleanly. If there are
a great many musicians, you might want to consider creating
arrangements for a couple of tunes. On the other hand, you don't
want musicians outnumbering the dancers, for then the musicians get
silly among themselves, and the important interaction between
musicians and dancers is lost.

Barbara has a great amount of "playfulness" in her playing, a
sense of humor in her interaction. When asked about it, she said that
it is important that the dancers look like they're having fun. If that isn't
happening (they look hurt or tired), getting silly can be a curative
response. There are appropriate times for playfulness - for instance,
at practice, when people have some spare energy. It should be used
to strengthen interaction and create less of a dividing line between
dancers and musicians. Be aware that some people don't respond
well to this. Any silliness should be relatively harmless, and not get in
the way of the dancers. Periormances are not the best times to
indulge in antics, particularly formal periormances, but when dancing
for other teams, it can be just fine.

Because Barbara has played in such varied permutations of morris
musician situations, I wondered if her method of playing was different
when she was playing with different instrumen tal combinations:
She finds that the greater difference is with the person's approach to
music rather than the instrument. Since Barbara plays so accentedly
(her playing is accented, her singing is accented, her walking is
accented), playing with someone who places no accents can be quite
disorienting.

As far as find ing a new musician to play for a team, Barbara had no
"how-to's" on where to find this person, but reminds teams to keep the
following in mind when inviting a musician to join. A musician is not
a wind-up toy. This new musician will have to go through a leaming
process, so make allowances, don't expected the person to be
immediately great. The social aspect of morris is very important, the
person should want to be part of the group, and be welcomed as a full
member of the team.

I asked Barbara what she does when she is asked to play for
different teams. She finds that she plays in her same accented style,
but that the accents will fall in different places because each team
moves in its own particular way. It is much easier to play for a team
you have been around because you know what they are used to. With
a team you have never or rarely played for, ask; go over the tune
beforehand. Have someone verbally direct; start by playing it straight
until you have it figured out, and then adjust to the idiosyncracies of
the team. Since there are more of them than you, you will soon learn
what they want just by the force of their being as they dance. As you
continue to play, th e quality of interaction will change, and the playing,
will become easier. And, at the bottom of it all, when you're new to a
team, if you somehow screw up, don't worry, people will still talk to
you after the dance is over and will thank you for helping them out.

(Other articles in AMN on playing for morris can be found in Volume 1.1, April
1977, Music and the Morris, Russell Wortley; VI/A, January 1984, Notes for
Musicians, Ivor Alsop; XI/.3, December 1988, Laurie Andres Talks About
Playing Morris Music, interview by Liz Dreisbach, Making the Music Audible:
The Job of the Musician, Anthony G. Barrand, Music for Morris or Remember
-- They Can't Do It Without You, John Roberts.
amn editors)

------~-::...:..
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U.S. Visit - January-February 1994
by Roy L. Dommett
Marguerite and I visited some of the morns In Washington, DC,
Virginia, and North Carolina and ended with many anecdotes about
the weather. We were glad we had been loaned a Land Rover. The
memories are fantastic, all high spots, including a workshop in a newly
opened brewery, another in a public library, the site at Brasstown,
meeting Little Rock (who had travelled 1,200 miles) and other
morrises at Asheville, sitting in on what could have been the first
meeting of a team at Durham, watching videos of New Mexican morris
at the Smithsonian, and the music of the bands at the contra dances.
We wrote an account soon after we returned to share with our Engl ish
friends, but along with much of the contact material, it got misplaced .
We thank in particular the Morrisons, but all the hosts, guides and
leaders were wonderful and stimulating, and to be honest the
camaraderie is much missed. But we hope now that they all can
make marmalade.
I have had well over a hundred visits to the U.S. in 30 years, but
nearly all for business, and in the early days there was no way of
knowing how to contact the morris even if there was any. There were
a number of private morris trips in 1978-80 which took me to New
England, along the East Coast, and to Berkeley, Berea, Knoxville and
finally Pinewoods, mostly as a consequence of Tony Barrand.
Despite the heritage of the morris in the U.S. and its direct link
derived from Cecil Sharp, in those days the general level of the better
sides were still only about four years mature, a condition that each
national morris community has had to go through. There was still an
ignorance of the available dances, an inexperience in performance
and too little mutual support between well-scattered sides .
Our impressions this year are based on contact with each side, when
the sides were not in practice, and under adverse conditions. There
is no lack of imagination and creativity around, but this is only part of
what is needed to present and use the morris. The costumes were
of high quality and we were particularly taken with some of the colour
choices.
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The Cotswold Morris is very matu re, the standard of dance seems
high, some exceptionally so. The new dances that we were shown
were excellent. Invariably "good" ideas are simple and naturally such
are difficult to find, but complexity, which is lost on an audience
anyhow, is justified for the dancers own delight. Any audience only
sees a handful of dances so that the broader repertoire is for the club,
We met three wonderful clowns,
not the public performance.
experienced in mime, who could do for the morris what the Tommy
and Betty do for the rapper.
There is an enormous interest in the Welsh Border Morris. I was
surprised because in 1978 it was thought that blacking up would be
socially unacceptable. The tradition is still only eleven dance
notations strong and most of them not very interesting, and none had
survived to provide a useful model of its performance. However, in
England a format has emerged that fills an empty performance niche,
and it seems as if this modern form is catching on in the U.S. Please
beware of copying the more extreme styles. In England it is going
through a creative stage and currently every side is different. Perhaps
the appeal of the apparent spontaneity depends on the variety, but it
may settle down eventually to a core of good dance ideas.
The garland teams are very impressive. The costumes seen owed
much to European ethnic costume, for there is no English traditional
guide, and the general impression given is of grace and poise
together with a natural ability to make the implements and skirts
dance. We felt that although the teams were relatively isolated they
call on a common sense of style. All the teams that we met were
sound and mature but needed somehow to build up their confidence
in believing that they were along the right lines. Often Garland
dances are derived from the North West morris idiom, but the
concept, as with sword dances, is Europe-wide, and other ethnic
sources might be more accessible in the U.S. than in England, and
being locally learnt may then be even more special.
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The clog sides were also good but have some common problems:
not enough dance material from which to chose, perhaps because it
takes 100 long to transmit them in a workshop; not enough experience
of other simil'ar sides; and being hesitant to be creative because of
uncertainty about the idiom. There exist several regional dance styles
as yet unrecognised in the U.S. that could be tapped for variety
(Manchester, Lancashire Plain, Cheshire, and so forth).
The U.S. needs a resident clog maker. Every team we met had some
difficulty with the clatter from the clogs, meaning that not all the
dancers are succeeding getting the cross-over foot in the polka to tap
at exactly the same time but are smearing the sound. The step needs
to be better standardised within a team, with the same lift of the free
loot, the same aim point on the ground relative to the supporting foot,
and the same degree of effort or enthusiasm. Perhaps stepping
practice should include direct body linkage by holding hands, or with
one's hands on neighbour'S shoulders so that the body lift and fall is
felt and synchronised. In the North West morris, the best have to
dance down to the average as well as the poorer dancers dancing up
to the average and thus doing better. The English had a similar
problem in their south for a whi le when ex-Cotswold dancers brought
in their more expressive but less disciplined habits.
The EngHsh lesson, if it is relevant to the U.S., is that you are suited
by skill or temperament to one or other of the traditions and that a
mixing of them in the same club produces the same sort of averaging
across aU the idioms that has been the common consequence of
having several Cotswold traditions. There will always be a house
style and a dependence on who is in the team. It probably matters
only if you are in pursuit of excellence and authentic flavour in the
dance and having the greater variety available could be important in
displays.
We believe with you that the morris in all its manifestations is part of
the heritage that we share and is not a borrowing.
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Roy Dommet Materials Available Through AMN

1

During Roy Dommet's tour of the southeastern United States during
midwinter this year, teaching Border, Cotswold, and Garland, he was
kind enough to leave copies of his works-in-progress, updates of his
collecting efforts, to be made available to morris teams in the U.S.
They are part of his continuing effort to collect all that is happening in
the morris, building on his other publications. These are not in
finished form. Roy sees that happening in a year or two (or three or
four) . The available publications are:

Dances for Small or Odd Numbers Drawn from All
Sources

$15.00

(17 Dances for Three; 27 Dances for Four; 12 Dances for Five and Nine; 11 Dances at
3-5ish Workshop; 13 Cotswold Morris; 16 Garland and Clog Dances) (168pp)

Source Material for the Border Morris Tradition

$15 .00

(Historical; The Morris Reels , The Worcester Morris, Further North ; Collected Border
Morris; Traditional Dances; Interpretations and Extensions; Shropshire Bedlams;
Inventions) (154 pp)

Humour and Fun in the Morris: Skits, Stunts, Inventions
and Dances

$6.00

(20 Fun and Skit Dances) (58 pp)

Morris Basics Workshop and Beginners

$2.00

(BasiC footwork, arm movements, and figure) (10 pp)

SAVE MONEY AND BUY THE WHOLE SET

$33.00

These publications are now available through the Newsletter. Please
make checks out to AMN. All prices include postage and handling.

~
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Simon's Fancy
A Dance by Jocelyn Reynolds
My dance, Simon's Fancy, has been one of the topics of conversation
on the compute r network Morris Mailing List lately. I am not on the
net myself, but people keep telling me, to my great delight, that many
teams have reported that they do it. However, I am also informed that
people don't quite remember how bits of it went, or can't remember
what music was used. So, I thought I should submit it to the AMN for
publication, and set the record straight.
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Salute Chorus:
First comers (using big open side steps) SS L, SS R, to end back-to
back with corne r (quite close). Two walki ng steps toward corners
home place. Stop and salute. Go home by going outside the
standing comers, SS L (with back to center of set, but swivel at the
end of the SS so that) SS R is done facing your corner's eye!, two
single steps in the line of direction, and end at home with a forey
caper. [This should be a big, wide track: as wide and open as
possible without losing good style.]
Second corners repeat, having joined in on the forey.

I originally wrote the dance because the tune, The Rambling Sailor,
or, The Trim Rigged Doxy, was going round and round in my mind.
In my experience, the best way to cure that is to write a dance. I was
dancing with Lemon & Capers of Boston, and we were a small team,
so I devised a dance for four. I also wanted it to be less introspective
than most morris dances are, hence the salutes and foreys atlto the
audience, and the sidesteps around the posts.
Naming the dance was easy because, whenever I hear the tune The
Rambling Sailor, I think of my friend Simon Spalding, who has spent
much of his life travelling all over the world, doing historical
interpretation and reenactments focussed on the sea. So, even
though the dance does work to any 4/4 tune, my strong preference is
that it be done to The Rambling Sailor.

Then ALL repeat. At the end of the first SS RlSS L sequence, all four
dancers should be in a tight box formation facing out.
Forey Chorus:
Same as salute chorus, but replace walking and salutes with two
foreys. Make the foreys big. The effect should be that of exploding
out. The way to achieve this is to arrive in the back-to-back position,
or the box position, just a hair early, so that a slight pause in place
can be made. This gives the dancers time to be in position for a
moment, and ,the audience time to see the formation, before the
dancers explode out (this is true for the salute choruses, too).
Dance ends out of a salute chorus with an all in.

Simon's Fancy
Tradition: Bampton
Music: The Rambling Sailor
Corner crossing dance for four dancers in a large square formation
The Dance:
Foot Up
Salute Chorus
Half Gyp
Forey Chorus
Whole Gyp
Forey Chorus
Rounds
Salute Chorus

Notes:
Ironically, teams that I have talked to have been very concerned about
the salute and howlwhen to do it. To me, the salute is almost
irrelevant. This dance is about creating shapes: actually being back
to-back with your partner, actually forming the boxes clearly, and
making the side steps on the way home actually face in OR out.
(However, I will say that my preference is to do the salute on the 3
beat. Most people find it easier to do it on the 3&, so I often teach it
that way.)
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Over The Water: Traditional English Morris Music
A Review by Don Stallone
(see page 28 for ordering information)
The critic sings and plays English concertina with the band Ironweed.

So I'm given a copy of "Over The Water" and the first thing I notice is
irs "traditional". The next thing I notice is the instrumentation is all
acoustic - fiddles, viola, drums and anglo concertina. "Oh great..." I
think. A "reference" recording; a "field" recording, "rich in its ethnic
appeal" perhaps. Useful tor learning tunes from, but don't spin this at
a party, even if the place is packed with other morris people. Please
understand, I used to be head musician-what's-in-charge (but la
foreman, "she-who-must-be-obeyed", is god) for the Rock Creek
Morris Women and I know the comment by the late, great Stan
Rogers is true ... traditional morris music has a "knuckle- dragging"
tempo. So OK, I'll listen to it and maybe hear some stuff worth
learning.
Pleasant surprise, primus ... Heyl Dis stuff's good! These guys have
given their arrangements time and thought. This is not the standard
"musical riot" where everyone jumps in and plays on every tune.
There are solos and harmonies which are not heard from your
average, traditional morris musician playing on the street corner for a
side that's been to one bar too many. Still, they don't speed the tunes
up, which is the first thing that occurs to most bands when performing
morris music sans dancers (mea culpa ...). My morris friends inform
me that, at least, most of this recording can be danced to.
Surprise secundus ... drummer Robert Jospe is a "jazz, fusion and
world beat drummer" who spent twelve years in the big apple working
with the jazz musicians there. This man has heard the golden rule of
arranging - "less is more" - and he tastefully enhances the delicate
fabric woven by the other three. Except for "Highland Mary" ... This
cut starts with everyone except Jospe front and center, trades off to
the box, proceeds to the string contingent when a bolt-from-the-blue,
kick ass, percussion solo grabbed me by the lapels and straightened
my lousy posture. Well done, Mr. Jospe. Next time I get a recording
I'll make sure to check if it says the arrangements are traditional.

Tertius ... it's not all morris music. "Barney Bralligan" is an Irish slip jig
with African log drum accompaniment. Admittedly, this wouldn't have
been the arrangement that immediately leapt to !!lY mind, but I like it.
And the Shetland tune "Da Auld Restin' Chair" is stunning! The other
recording I have of this is on "Buttons and Bows", featuring the great,
Irish button box player Jackie Daly, and fiddlers Seamus and Manus
McGuire. Over the Water's version compares Y!Ei. well to them.
Oddly enough "Da Auld Restin' Chair" is the source of my only
complaint. They only went through it oncel Once?l? Oh well...
Good playing, good arrangements, good producing (Cottey Light
Industries), engineering and mixing (Bob Read Studio) ... If you like
the morris, score a copy of this beaucoup quick.

Berkeley Morris Meets (American) Football
Dateline: January 1994 by Jon Berger
The Berkeley Morris performed at the halftime show at a 4gers/Giants
playoff game in January, 1994, and we weren't on the TV coverage.
Spelling out the name of the TV network might have helped, but,
frankly, I don't think so. Nobody would have noticed, as I'll explain in
a minute.
Our day began at 8:30 Saturday morning when 20 dancers, three
musicians, and a few assorted hangers-on attempted to wedge
themselves into as few vehicles as possible, because we'd only been
given two parking permits, and everybody in cars number three
through n were going to have to park approximately a 45-minute hike
from Candlestick Park, and pay $11 for the privilege. In this case, n
turned out to be 5. Kalia's car is a VW Vanagon with the back seats
replaced by a bed platform; we can now state authoritatively that it is
possible to fit ten Morris dancers, their kits, musical instruments,
lunches, coolers, tiny barbecue grill, and a sack 0' sticks into a VW
Vanagon. I don't recommend dOing this for long periods, I don't
recommend doing it if everyone hasn't showered recently, and I most
especially don't recommend doing it if there are any hills to go up. But
it is possible, and we did it.
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We'd been told to arrive at 9:30 in order to rehearse the show. All we
knew about the show was its name, "The Forty Niners Ethnic Dance
Celebration: Dance Around the World," and what we'd read on the
little notice sent out by the 4gers Entertainment Office. To give you an
idea of our state of bafflement, I'll quote the relevant bits in their
entirety:
"SHOW CONCEPT: Eight to ten groups will be participating in the
show. Each group will be given a position around the field
approximately 50' x 50'. A giant world will be inflated in the center
of the field with long colored steamers extending out like rays.
Each group will be given their own sound system, with a monitor
facing the field and speakers facing the sections (of the bleachers)
closest to your group. The spectators in your area will enjoy your
performance with music, while the overall effect from higher up will
be a stage covered with colorful movement. For the finale, all
groups will perform together for one minute to a generic rhythm
piece (the universal beat that unites us all) ."
Anyway, that's all we knew when we arrived, miraculously, a couple
of minutes in advance of the 9:30 hour, to find a couple of hundred
assorted Tahitian, Brazilian, Turkish, country-western, and Filipino
dancers milling around aimlessly and dodging the great huge official
looking RVs that seemed to infest the stadium the way seagulls infest
a garbage dump. The reason everyone was milling was that the fellow
from the 4gers Entertainment Office who was supposed to be
directing the show hadn't arrived yet, and anyway we couldn't go out
on the field yet, because the 4gers cheerleaders were rehearsi ng out
there.
Eventually the guy showed up, and, in a conversation interrupted
approximately every 30 seconds by some unintelligible squawkings
from the walkie-talkie conspicuously strapped to his lapel, he
explained the show to the leaders of each group. The Berkeley Morris
doesn't have any leaders, but, since this gig was my fault, I appOinted
myself leader pro tern, and this is what I heard: as soon as the
football players left the field at half-time, each group would take its
position on the field, and be introduced by the announcer. As each
group was introduced, its name would be flashed on the scoreboard,

and a video shot would appear on the JumboTron (great scary video
screen thing), and the group should, and I "hit a characteristic pose"
at that point. Then each group does whatever it does for six minutes,
takes a bow and assumes a position in a circle around the inflated
world, holding hands if possible. John Lennon's "Imagine" plays on the
stadium PA. The globe, which, it turns out, is fi lled with helium, rises,
and underneath it there's a banner that says "Peace on Earth." As all
the ethnic dancers sway to the music, the announcer says, very
solemnly, "Here in the San Francisco Bay area, we have tremendous
ethnic diversity, as you've seen in our dancers today. But there's just
one thought that unites the hearts of each and every one of us..." At
this point, the banner drops off the globe, revealing another banner
beneath, which reads "Beat the Giants," the music changes to ·We
Will Rock You" by Queen, and all the dancers hop and groove to it,
and then get the hell off the field.
Cute, huh? (Would you say that there's just a little hostility around
this game?)
There followed a period of renewed milling, and then we were shown
our alleged "dressing rooms", which consisted of a warehouse
normally used to hold rolls of sod and a 12' x 12' tent. It was
explained that the filthy warehouse was for the women (Kalia assures
me that it was fascinating watching everybody trying to get dressed
without either their feet or their costumes touching the floor) and the
teensy tent for the men. The statement "This is a stadium, not a
theater" got repeated about 30 times, as if we hadn't figured that out.
Then we went out on the field for a run-through.
In my phone conversations with Russ, the promoter who set thi~
whole thing up, there had been a protracted negotiation where I
insisted the we just had to have live music, and he insisted that we
just had to use a tape. I won, basically by making the point that I , as
a musician, wasn't going to have any reason to do this show if we
used a tape, and if I couldn't do the show, I wasn't going to tell the
rest of the team about it. This was apparently a killer argument, so we
got to be one of the four groups that got microphones. Unfortunately
for us, there was a bit of a communication screw-up. The other three
groups with live music were of the Afro-Caribbean variety, involving

j
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lots and lots of drums and very little else, and consequently someone
or other had made the decision that the live-music groups didn't need
on-field monitors, because the drums would be loud enough for the
dancers to hear. This was correct. The drums, all three sets of them,
were, in fact, loud enough for all of the dancers to hear. What wasn't
loud enough, at all, were the two fiddles and a dulcimer that we were
using. They were (I was told) perfectly audible in the stands, but they
were just as perfectly inaudible to the dancers. I tried to raise this
issue with the sound guy, who was, at that moment, attempting to
figure out how he and two other guys were going to deploy ten PA
speakers, six monitors, eight mics, and about a mile of assorted
cables at their proper positions on five thousand square yards of
football field, in about 45 seconds while avoiding two hundred dancers
and a bunch of people dragging a helium-filled globe. For some odd
reason, he didn't seem kindly disposed toward my complaint. So we
did the run-through without monitors.
Here's another thing I can now state authoritatively: while it is possible
to Morris dance when the dancers can't hear the music, by having the
musicians follow the dancers rather than the reverse, it is not possible
to Morris dance while listening to three sets of Afro-Caribbean drums,
a samba tape, a belly-dance tape, a country-western tape, a Filipino
tape, a Ko rean lounge-act geisha tape (I'm guessing on this one), and
a Tahitian tape, in such a way as to give even the illusion that the
music and the dance are in any way related to each other.
Then we had a tailgate party, went to our seats, and watched the pre
game entertainment, which was some trained dogs that caught
Frisbees. We got to watch most of the first half of the game. Our
seats were not, let's say, the very best in the stadium; in fact, visibility
was pretty much restricted to the end zone that belonged to the 4gers
during the first quarter. They turned out to be pretty good anyway:
first, almost all the action during the first quarter took place in the
4gers end zone; the ball almost never got more than 30 yards or so
away from it. (I'm exhibiting my newly-acquired expertise at football
here; this means, basically, that the 4gers were whupping the Giants'
butts. Note the traditional hostile phrasing.) Also, for reasons I don't
pretend to understand, the cheerleaders spent almost the entire first
half performing directly in front of our not-very-good section of the
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stands, and they're really excellent dance rs. So it was kind of fun ,
watching the game. Kalia and t kept firing a non-stop line of questions
("What does 'down' mean? Why do they kick the ball sometimes and
throw it other times?") at a bemused Brazilian samba percussionist
sitting next to us, and he answe red them very patiently, despite the
obvious fact that he'd much rather have been watching such of the
game as he could see. Then, at eight minutes before the end of the
half, we got herded down to the place where we entered from to do
some more milling. "Eight minutes," of course, is football talk; in
English it means "twenty minutes" because of the frequent pauses in
the game for time-outs (which, in turn, are football-speak for
"commercials").
Eventually the half ended, and we took our places on the field, were
announced, and started dancing.
Apparently there had been some hurried behind-the-scenes
conversations between Russ and the sound guys, because as we took
our places, I watched with horror as they brought a lovely monitor
speaker onto the field, set it up fifteen feet from our microphones,
pointed it directly at them, and plugged it in series with our main PA
speaker. Those of you who have ever dealt with sound systems
(instruments of the Devil, every last one of 'em) will understand my
horror; for the rest of you, let me explain the concept of feedback.
Briefly, and non-technically, feedback is the loud squeal that results
from some sort of noise emanating from a speaker, being picked up
by a microphone which is connected to an amplifier connected to that
very same speaker, amplified by the amplifier, re-emanating from the
speaker, being picked up again by the microphone, etc., you get the
idea. At its best, feedback sounds a little like a Breton bagpipe, which
God knows is bad enough. At its worst, it can clean your teeth at 50
paces. The way to avoid feedback is to not aim speakers and mics at
each other. This had apparently slipped the minds of the sound guys.
So, we're introduced, the scoreboard says "Berkeley Morris Dancers,"
and they fire up the sound systems. All around us is the same
cacophony we'd experienced during the run-through, but this time it's
all but drowned out by the most ear-splitting feedback I've ever
experienced in my life. The good news was, since they'd cleverly
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hooked the monitor speaker and the main PA speaker together, the
people in the stands were hearing it too, and having paid upwards of
$35 a ticket, felt they shouldn't have to put up with it, so apparently
one of them went and had a word with one of the sound guys, who
arrived about halfway through our set and did the only sensible thing
he could, under the circumstance: he unplugged the monitor. It's
amazing how wonderful simple inaudibility can be after three minutes
of feedback that would do justice to Jimi Hendrix.
All credit to the Berkeley Morris: the dancers got through two sets of
"Highland Mary" and two sets of "Upton-on-Severn Stick Dance" with
creditable aplomb. (Those who are aware that Berkeley is primarily a
Fieldtown team may wonder why we chose Bampton and Upton
dances for such an important show set. I do, too.) The cross-and-turn
figure in Upton was, in fact, about the tightest I've ever seen it done;
maybe the secret would be to simulate the conditions at Candlestick
by playing some reggae at that point. I'll have to give that a try. The
set timed out at exactly six minutes, nobody messed up anything in
any noticeable way, everyone danced in beautiful synch.
And nobody paid attention to us whatsoever. I think this had
something to do with the Tahitian group on one side of us, which
consisted primarily of women dressed in (I swear I'm not making this
up) coconut shells and little hanky things about the size of dishrags,
and the Brazilian samba group on the other side, who had these
astonishing 15-foot tall gauze butterfly-wing costumes built on PVC
pipe armatures and what looked like backpack frames, and many of
whom wore even less than the Tahitians. Kalia, who was dancing in
her very strange green-man costume, went over and chased some of
the samba dancers around a bit, which they seemed to appreciate,
but I don't think anybody in the audience noticed, because wearing a
green-man costume on a football field is one of the most effective
forms of camouflage known to science.

TEAM NEWS
If your team is looking for something different, why not try...

A New Work for Morris Dancers and Symphony Orchestra
The Holly Tree Morris Dancers of Victoria, BC, have been featured in
two performances of a new work for morris dancers and symphony
orchestra called Morris Time, written by their chief musician, Austin A.
Scott. It is in the form of a suite, consisting of a short overture base
on two contrasting morris tunes followed by the entry of the dancers
to the Winster Processional. After this, Ducklington Lollypop Man,
Adderbury Sweet Jennie Jones, and Bledington Black Joke are
danced in quick succession without interruption. The suite concludes
with the Headington Recessional as the exit. The whole composition
lasts about twenty minutes.
The work was publicly performed in Victoria, BC, by the Hampton
Concert Orchestra on November 29, 1993, and with the Saint Cecilia
Orchestral Society in Sidney, BC, on February 18, 1994, with slightly
reduced instrumentation. The performances were extremely well
received on both occasions by large and appreciative audiences.
If any morris side would care to consider performing this work, the
orchestral parts and tapes of the performances are available from the
composer, Austin A. Scott, musician for The Holly Tree Morris
Dancers, 3945 Shorncliffe Road North, Victoria, BC, CANADA V80
2T5, telephone 604/477-8731. The work is in two forms: full
symphony (double woodwind, brass, timpani, percussion, strings, and
piano) and chamber orchestra (two flutes, harpsichord or piano, and
strings). Inquiries are welcomed. No fee is required, just a returnable
deposit and postage.

So, what I'm saying is, it was tons of fun. We'd do it again any time.
By the way, the 4gers won 44 ~o 3, or pretty close to that anyway (this
is widely viewed locally as a Good Thing).
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Ring O' Bells
Ring 0' Bells, the oldest women's Cotswold Morris team in North
America, celebrated our 20th anniversary on May Day Weekend. We
sent out between 60 and 70 letters to former members. About 20
attended. Also attending were the Greenwich Morris Men, Half Moon
Sword, Ha'Penny Morris, Marlboro Morris and Sword, the Marlboro
Morris Men, Muddy River Morris, and Rock Creek Morris Women.
The festivities began Saturday morning with a walk from Brooklyn to
Manhattan across the Brooklyn Bridge, followed by a procession and
massed stand in City Hall Park. We separated into uptown and
downtown tour groups, and reunited for another massed stand at
Union Square Park. We had several massed dances for past and
present Ring 0 ' Bells. For some of us, there were several emotional
moments as all who would formed sets to share some dances
together. Following the last stand, people had a choice of a pub stop
or Turkish Bath.
Our Sunday activities featu red three maypoles in Brooklyn's Prospect
Park to accommodate those who wanted to dance at dawn, and
others who needed a little more sleepl The final maypole was
pictured on the front page of The New York Times on Monday, May
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Marlboro Ale
"DOST THOU THINK ... THERE WI LL BE NO MORE CAKES AND
ALES?" (Wm. Shakespeare) or THE TRUTH ABOUT THE MARLBORO
MORRI S ALEI
Rumors are flyingI Will the 20th Marlboro Ale be the last? I have
answered this question at least a hundred times over the past year,
and have even had teams in England call in a panic because, if this
is the last ale, then they would like to attend.
I confess that Marlboro Morris and Sword may have had a hand in the
seeds of the rumor. We have been hosting this party for 20 years,
and some of us have actually been on the side that long. We are
getting tired and are looking for ways to reorganize and reshuffle
responsibilities.
But I would like to tell you that I am sure this will not be the last
Marlboro Ale. Even if Marlboro Morris and Sword decides to take a
break, our co-hosts, the Marlboro Men, will be willing to take up the
slack. So, if you have been among those who have wondered about
the future of the Marlboro Ale, wonder no more. There will be more
Alesi

2.

Andra Herzbrun-Horton - squire, Marlboro Morris and Sword

We did something that might be of interest to others planning
significant anniversaries. We sent update questionnaires to our
former members, and filled them out ourselves. From this information
we put together a 20th anniversary directory with addresses,
telephone numbers, and the comments and favorite memories and
recollections of both past and present members.

Berkeley Ale

Ring 0' Bells, based in New York City, was fou nded in 1974. The
team's first performance was November 22, 1974. The team's first
street tour, in Greenwich Village in the borough of Manhattan, was
November 24, 1974.
Yonina Gordon - squire, Ring 0' Bells

When queried about annual events, Berkeley Morris replied that they
are having an Ale in Spring of '95. It is open to all interested teams.
Contact Sheila Fitzgerald, Berkeley Morris Bag, at 1824 Walnut Street,
Alameda, CA, 94501, 510/521-8625 for details.
Texas Ale
Announcing the first annual Texas Ale, November 4-6, 1994, in
Bastrup, Texas. Everyone is invited. Cost will be about $65, but
we're still working out the details. Please contact Carl Dreher at 2141
824-2939, or 214/357-3991 (FAX), or focus .research@mcimail.com.
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New Zealand Ale
For information about the 1995 New Zealand Ale, contact Vern
Robertson, 87 Fleete Street, Christchurch 6 NEW ZEALAND.
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Over the Water
You can get this recording from Cottey Light Industries, 1710
Owensville Road, Charlottesville, VA 22901, 800/225-6409; internet:
73663.1374@compuserve.com
Also, see the ad in AMN, Volume 18, Number 1.

Directory Update
We will be including an update to the Annual Directory of Morris
Sides with the next issue of AMN, as we have been notified of a
number of changes and/or corrections since the 1994 Directory was
issued. If you know of anything that should be included, please
forward it to us ASAP.

Newsletter Pullout
If you haven't already done so, please answer the pullout from the
last Newsletter asking about what your team does for May Day
and/or annual events. Oh yeah, and send it in, too. We are still
collecting this information, so it's not too latel
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